Guide to choose the Tugger
Type of tugger

What kind of driving should the vehicle have?
Pedestrian
operatored

Application type

Remote
controlled

On board
operator

How the vehicle is going to be used?
Towing
only

Trailer wheels type

Pushing
only

Towing and
pushing

Which kind of trailer will be used? For which type of load?

2 fixed wheels +
2 swivel wheels

2 fixed wheels in the middle +
4 swivel wheels on sides

NB: coupling possible only on the swivel wheels side.

NB: coupling possible on both sides.

4 swivel wheels

2 fixed wheels
on one side only

NB: possible sliding when turning.

NB: trailer has to be lifted on one side.

Floor

On which kind of floor will the vehicle be used?
Kind
Tiled

Condition

Max slope

Clean and dry
0%

Industrial concrete

Dust

Asphalt

Wet / humid

Untill 5 %
Untill 10 %
Untill 15 %

Off road / uneven ground

Weight

How much weight do you
have to pull?

Oil on the floor

Climate

Total load to be towed

At what temperature will
the vehicle have to work?

Shifts

We need them to understand
how much autonomy you need

Working temperature

Working shift duration

<1000 kg

from -15 to +10 °C

4 hours (Sporiadic)

From 1000 to 3000 kg

from -10 to +30 °C

8 hours (Normal)

From 3000 to 6000 kg

from -5 to +40 °C

16 hours (Intensive)

> 6000 kg

from

24 hours (Continuous)

0 to +50 °C

Contact information

Once the form is completed,
save it and send it to your dealers
e-mail address!

Name and surname:
Company:
Tel.:
e-mail:
Do you desire a demonstration at your company?

Yes

No

NB: The photos help us to
make a more precise choice
of the machine. Along with
this form, attach some
photos of the cart and the
load to be towed.

